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Stellar contamination in DES
Crocce et al 2016
Giannantionio  et al 2016



Comparison of photo-z codes and their photometric features.

Feature Selection to improve photo-z and other ML problems.

Photo-z’s uncertainties trickling through to cosmological uncertainties.

Star galaxy separation analysis in DES
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Adballa et al 2008
Hildebrandt et al 2010
Dahlia 2013 
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Comparing Photometric redshift codes

Sanchez at al 2014
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Comparing Photometric redshift features

grizY DETMODEL + colors

grizY DETMODEL + grizY AUTO

grizY DETMODEL

grizY DETMODEL + grizY AUTO + 
all colors + all errors

Which photometric properties (or 
“features”) are used during training?
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Machine learning techniques determine which more easily measured features 
(magnitude + colors, radii) provide the most predictive power for ‘target’ feature 
(spectroscopic redshift / star galaxy separation / star formation rates). 
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Machine learning techniques determine which more easily measured features 
(magnitude + colors, radii) provide the most predictive power for ‘target’ feature 
(spectroscopic redshift / star galaxy separation / star formation rates). 

How can feature importance be calculated?

Gini criteria: Reduce the scatter of the target feature by sub dividing the input feature space. The more 
slices in a feature dimension, which each time reduce the Gini index, the more that feature dimension has 
predictive power. In practice this happens in a high dimensional hyper-cube.
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Feature importance with Decision Trees
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Feature Importance Ranking

Using ranked 
features

Ranked + 
standard features

Heaps more          
features

Original 
features
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Feature Importance Applied to DES

Top ranked features



Bonnett et al 2015
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Photo-z propagating to cosmology

Normalisation of the 
power spectrum

100 sq. deg. statistical error
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Soumagnac et al 2015

Star Galaxy Separation in DES

Fraction of Stellar 
contamination

Using a PCA method 
to select features



DES SV and Y1 blind challenges

= color cuts (color cuts)

Top Ranked Features

DES SV data
DES Y1 data

                                                 Nacho Sevilla
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Feature Importance Applied to Star-Gal Sep.
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• What happens if the “training” and “testing” sample are not representative of each 
other?

• Can I just train on simulated data, and keep all my real data back for testing?

• How can I use templates and machine learning methods together? 

• What happens if you feed the redshift of one machine into another machine?

• Can I identify anomalous training data (e.g. are the spec-z’s wrong)?

• Can I use ML to help me select a particular objects for follow-up?

I’ve gained some experience working on machine learning problems in cosmology/
astrophysics. Things to talk to me about this week at coffee / on the ski-lift / in the bar, 
which I haven’t had time to cover:
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Y1 [Y5] analyses will become systematics limited.

Feature importance analyses improve ML predictions.

Y1 papers planned this summer.
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Looking ahead + Conclusions



Deep learning using the galaxy image

Hoyle arXiv:2015

Alpha-z
Using Deep Neural Networks with 
latest tricks from machine learning 
computer science applied to SDSS 
images
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Feature importance PCA

Which features produce the most 
predictive power for the task at 
hand?

Which (linear) transformations allow 
you to trade information content for 
number of features

Extreme example: accidentally include a unique (galaxy) ID in your analysis

Ignore this useless parameter Wow! What an information rich 
parameter, let’s us it.
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